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FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
 is a revolutionary support surface that 

provides unprecedented pressure redistribution, rapid heat 
dissipation, and vast increases in breathability compared to 
traditional foam.

Heel slope redistributes pressure from heel to the entire leg.

Precision cut air pockets allows deeper submersion and 
increased air circulation.

Gel infused foam.

Designed for clinical superiority as well as patient 
comfort., some of the many benefits of VGPT™ include:

by channeling heat away 
from the body significantly faster than traditional foam, virtually 
eliminating perspiration.

Superior pressure redistribution is delivered by providing more support 
and less cradling at higher levels of compression, redistributing pressure 
over a large surface area eliminating static fatigue.

 with the patented Lure-Quilt™ 
and a 30 degree slope redistributing pressure to the entire 

leg and away from the heel.

by allowing 
air to pass through open cells, channeling it away from 
the body instead of trapping it within the closed cells of 
standard memory foam.
The infusion of gel polymers throughout the foam 
contributes both cooling properties and the virtual 
elimination of static fatigue.
As a result of the alliance between open cell foam and 
gel infusion, the Protekt™ 500 holds its shape better, 
redistributes pressure over a larger surface area, and 
successfully channels heat away from the body, keeping 
patients cool, dry and comfortable.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
Top-layer of high resilient high density die cut 
foam provides optimal support and comfort.

Heel section is made of Lura-Quilt™ foam. 
It is an aerated foam which allows air to 
continuously pass thru keeping the patient cool 
and dry.

Bottom layer of foam is constructed of ultra 
high density high resilient foam which provides 
unprecedented patient support and stability.

The top of the cover is a four way stretch nylon 
material with a low moisture-vapor transmission 
rate.

Water resistant anti-microbial/bacterial cover is 
perfect for infection control.

Anti-Contamination Flap covers the zipper 
reducing the possibility of fluids contaminating 
the foam core.

1000 lbs.

16 CFR part 1632 & 1633.

One year non-prorated.

81051 Protekt 500 36"x76"x6"

81052 Protekt 500 36"x80"x6"

81053 Protekt 500 36"x84"x6"

81054 Protekt 500 Plus 36"x76"x9”

81055 Protekt 500 Plus 36"x80"x9"

81056 Protekt 500 Plus 36"x84"x9"

81061 Protekt 600-42 42"x76"x6"

81062 Protekt 600-42 42"x80"x6"

81063 Protekt 600-42 42"x84"x6"

81064 Protekt 600-48 48"x76"x6"

81065 Protekt 600-48 48"x80"x6"

81066 Protekt 600-48 48"x84"x6"

81067 Protekt 600-54 54"x76"x6"

81068 Protekt 600-54 54"x80"x6"

81069 Protekt 600-54 54"x84"x6"


